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DEGREES OF PROJECTIONS OF RANK LOCI
PAOLO ALUFFI
Abstract. We provide formulas for the degrees of the projections of the locus of square
matrices with given rank from linear spaces spanned by a choice of matrix entries. The
motivation for these computations stem from applications to ‘matrix rigidity’; we also view
them as an excellent source of examples to test methods in intersection theory, particularly
computations of Segre classes. Our results are generally expressed in terms of intersection
numbers in Grassmannians, which can be computed explicitly in many cases. We observe
that, surprisingly (to us), these degrees appear to match the numbers of Kekule´ structures
of certain benzenoid hydrocarbons, and arise in many other contexts with no apparent
direct connection to the enumerative geometry of rank conditions.
1. Introduction
Consider the space Pn
2´1 of n ˆ n complex matrices. If S is a set of s coordinates in
this space, i.e., a set of entries of n ˆ n matrices, we denote by LS the subspace of P
n2´1
spanned by S, and we consider the projection πS : P
n2´1
99K P
n2´s´1 centered at LS . We
depict S by highlighting its entries in an nˆ n grid:
The problem we approach in this paper is the computation of the degree of the closure
of the image via πS of the locus σn,r of matrices of rank ď r.
The original motivation for this problem stems from complexity theory. In [GHIL13],
following L. Valiant (cf. [Val77]), the r-rigidity of an n ˆ n matrix M is defined to be the
smallest s such that there exists a set S of s entries for which πSpMq P πSpσn,rq. There is
interest in finding explicit equations for the set of matrices with given rigidity; these may
be used to give lower bounds for the rigidity of a given matrix, with applications to the
complexity of performing explicit operations such as matrix multiplication. We address the
reader to [GHIL13] for a thorough discussion of this motivation, and for a lucid explanation
of the algebro-geometric aspects of this question. One idea introduced in [GHIL13] is that
the degree dn,r,S of the projection πSpσn,rq (or equivalently of the join of LS and σn,r) gives
useful information on polynomial equations for matrices with given rigidity. A method
for the computation of dn,r,S by successive projections from the entries in S is introduced
in [GHIL13] and used to obtain several concrete results. An explicit computation of the
value of dn,r,S for sets S with no two elements on the same row or column (i.e., up to
permutations, consisting of diagonal entries) is also presented in [GHIL13], subject to a
conjectural statement of the behavior of taking joins and tangent spaces in the situation
arising in this case. See §4.4 for a more precise statement of this conjecture.
Our main purpose in this paper is to illustrate a different method for the computation
of dn,r,S, based on Fulton-MacPherson intersection theory. (The precise definition we will
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adopt for dn,r,S is given in §2.2; it is the degree of πSpσn,rq when the projection is birational
to its image.) The computation is reduced to the computation of the Segre class of the
intersection LS X σn,r in σn,r, and this in turn may be expressed in terms of a Segre
class involving the standard resolution of σn,r. Computing these Segre classes in complete
generality appears to be a very challenging problem, and it would be worthwhile, for this
application as well as other applications of Segre classes, to develop techniques capable
of performing such computations. We carry this out for sets S which can be constructed
from ‘blocks’ of certain types. For example, we give a formula for the case in which no
two elements of S lie in the same column or row of the matrix. In particular, this verifies
the formula for diagonal S mentioned above, thereby (indirectly) proving the conjectural
statement from [GHIL13] on which that depends. Among other cases we consider, we
include some for which entries of S may lie on the same row and the same column as other
entries in S. However, the complexity of the formulas increases rapidly. The largest case
covered by our results consists of the ‘thickened’ diagonal:
See §5.6 to get a sense of how involved the formulas become, even for such comparatively
mild sets S. In general, we can deal with sets S consisting (up to permutations) of blocks
with arbitrarily many entries in a row or a column, three adjacent entries, and 2ˆ2 squares.
The Segre class computations needed to deal with these cases are streamlined by the use
of a ‘twisted’ version of Segre classes (Definition 2.8) closely related to a class introduced
by Steven Kleiman and Anders Thorup ([KT96]). The needed facts about this notion are
summarized in Lemmas 2.10, 4.2, and 4.3. The tool that allows us to combine blocks of
entries into larger sets S stems from Lemma 4.3, which is a variation on a formula for Segre
classes of splayed intersections from [AF], and a formula for joins, Lemma 4.2, which is an
ingredient in the proof (given elsewhere) of the rationality of a ‘zeta function’ recording the
behavior of Segre classes of ind-limits of projective schemes ([Alu]).
For any set S of entries in an n ˆ n matrix, and any rank r, we define by means of the
twisted Segre class a class Σn,r,S in the Chow group of the Grassmannian Gpn´r, nq, which
carries the information of the degree dn,r,S. This is the Grassmann class of S w.r.t. r,
Definition 2.12. We prove that if S consists of two blocks S1, S2 (in the sense specified
in §4.1), then the corresponding Grassmann classes satisfy a multiplicativity property:
p1´ Σn,r,Sq “ p1´ Σn,r,S1qp1´ Σn,r,S2q
(Theorem 4.5). This multiplicative structure organizes the numbers dn,r,S to some extent,
but is only visible at the level of the corresponding Grassmann classes. Analyzing the
structure of these classes further appears to be an interesting project.
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Figure 1.
We compute Σn,r,S explicitly for the elementary blocks listed above. Once Σn,r,S is known
for a set S, the degree dn,r,S may be computed as the intersection product
ş
cpS _qnXΣn,r,S
in the Grassmannian (Theorem 2.13). We express our results in terms of these intersection
numbers; the Macaulay2 package Schubert2 ([GSS`]) can perform such computations at im-
pressive speed. (Use of both Macaulay2 and Schubert2 was essential to us in this work.) Of
course Macaulay2 ([GS]) is capable of performing the degree computation directly; however,
computation times become prohibitively long via such direct methods when the matrices
reach even modest size. Computations performed by implementing the results given here
are much faster. For example, let S consist of six diagonal and three subdiagonal entries in
a 7ˆ 7 matrix (Figure 1). Computing the degree of the projection of σ7,2 (which happens
to equal 13395; this is a dimension 23 subvariety of P39) took us about 20 minutes by a
‘direct’ method using Macaulay2 on on a quad-core (4ˆ3.4GHz) computer, and about .004
seconds on the same equipment by implementing in Schubert2 the formulas proven here.
(This example is covered by the formula given in Theorem 5.8.) Thus, the results proven
here allow for much more extensive experimentation with these numbers.
It would be interesting to perform the intersection products explicitly and obtain closed
formulas for dn,r,S for all the cases considered here. We do this in some cases, for example,
when no two elements of S are in the same row or column; this is the case relevant to the
conjecture from [GHIL13] mentioned above.
After compiling the results of many explicit computations, we noticed that many of the
numbers dn,r,S appear in the existing literature in contexts far removed from the enumerative
geometry of rank conditions; we owe this surprising (to us) observation to perusal of [Slo14].
For example, there is a persistent appearance of series reproducing the numbers of Kekule´
structures of many different types of benzenoid hydrocarbons ([CG88]). We ignore whether
the combinatorial literature on these numbers links them directly to intersection products
in Grassmannian. It would seem worthwhile to establish such a direct connection, and
understand why these numbers of interest in chemistry should arise as degrees of projections
of rank loci. The numbers also appear in other contexts, for reasons that are equally
mysterious to us. See §3.5, §4.6, Remark 5.7, Example 5.11.
It would be straightforward to extend the results presented here to rank loci in the space
P
mn´1 of mˆ n matrices.
Acknowledgments. The author thanks J. M. Landsberg for the invitation to visit Texas
A&M and for discussions leading to the question addressed in this paper. The author’s
research is partially supported by a Simons collaboration grant.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. We work over an algebraically closed field κ. We identify the space of nˆ n matrices
with entries in κ, up to scalars, with Pn
2´1; the entries of the matrices are homogeneous
coordinates in this projective space. For a set S of s ě 1 entries, LS will denote the linear
subspace of Pn
2´1 spanned by S.
We let σn,r Ď P
n2´1 denote the set of nˆn matrices of rank ď r. It is often notationally
more convenient to work with the corank k “ n ´ r; we will let τn,k “ σn,n´k. Thus, τn,k
consists of the set of n ˆ n matrices A such that dimkerA ě k. The algebraic set τn,k
is defined (with its reduced structure) by the ideal generated by the n ´ k ` 1 minors of
A P Pn
2´1. A simple dimension count shows that dim τn,k “ n
2 ´ k2 ´ 1. Also,
(1) deg τn,k “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘
(Example 14.4.14 in [Ful84]).
The subspace LS defines a projection πS : P
n2´1 Ñ Pn
2´s´1. The closure of πSpτn,kq is
an irreducible subvariety τn,k,S of P
n2´s´1. Briefly stated, our goal is the computation of
the degree of this subvariety. We begin by formulating this task more precisely.
2.2. Let Tn,k,S be any variety mapping properly birationally to τn,k and resolving the
indeterminacies of the restriction of πS to τn,k:
P
n2´1 τn,k?
_oo
πS |τn,k //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ τn,k,S
  // Pn
2´s´1
Tn,k,S
bb❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊ π˜S
;; ;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
For example, we can take Tn,k,S to be the blow-up of τn,k along the intersection LS X τn,k.
We let π˜S be the induced regular map Tn,k,S Ñ τn,k,S. Note that the general fiber of π˜S is
finite if and only if so is the fiber of τn,k,S (away from LS), and deg π˜S equals the number
of points in the general fiber of πS |τn,k and not on LS in that case.
Let h be the hyperplane class in Pn
2´s´1.
Definition 2.1. We let
dn,r,S :“
ż
Tn,k,S
pπ˜˚Shq
n2´k2´1
where k “ n´ r.
Lemma 2.2. The number dn,r,S equals f ¨deg τn,k,S, where f is the degree of π˜S (and f “ 0
if the general fiber of π˜S has positive dimension). In particular, dn,r,S is independent of the
chosen variety Tn,k,S.
Proof. The first point is immediate from the definition, and the second point follows since f
(if ‰ 0) equals the number of points in a general fiber of πS |τn,k in the open set P
n2´1
rLS .
Alternately, the second point follows from the projection formula, since two resolutions
Tn,k,S are dominated by a third one. 
Remark 2.3. The number dn,r,S is evidently invariant under permutations of the rows or
columns of the matrix. {
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Our main goals in this note are to present a method for the computation of dn,r,S and to
apply this method to several concrete cases. In principle the method can be applied to more
general situations than those that will be considered explicitly here, but the complexity of
the needed calculations increases rapidly.
Remark 2.4. When π˜S is birational onto its image τn,k,s, then dn,r,S simply equals the degree
of τn,k,S as a subvariety of P
n2´s´1. This degree also equals the degree of the cone over
τn,k,S with vertex LS , that is, the join of LS and τn,k. The language of joins is preferred
in [GHIL13], and is essentially equivalent to the one used here. {
Remark 2.5. There are of course situations in which dn,r,S does not equal the degree of
τn,k,S. For example, if the general fiber of πS |τn,k is positive dimensional, then dim τn,k,S ă
n2 ´ k2 ´ 1, and dn,r,S “ 0. This is necessarily the case if s ą k
2, but can occur in more
interesting situations. For example, the general fiber of πS |τn,k is positive dimensional for S
consisting of s ą k “ n´ r entries in one row:
s ą k
This could be verified by geometric means, but it is an immediate consequence of the
formulas obtained in this note, since dn,r,S will turn out to vanish in this case (Example 3.5).
Thus, dn,r,S (as defined in Definition 2.1) carries interesting geometric information, and we
choose to focus on it rather than on the degree of τn,k,S proper. {
Remark 2.6. It may also occur that the general fiber of π˜S has dimension zero, but degree
larger than 1. For example, our formulas will give that d7,4,S “ 2 for the ladder configuration
shown in Figure 1. In this case s “ 9 “ k2, so the projection of σ7,4 must be generically
2-to-1 onto Pn
2´s´1 “ P39. Again this information is immediately accessible from d7,4,S “ 2
(and not from deg τ7,4,S “ 1). For an instance of the same phenomenon in which the
projection is not dominant, see Example 4.11.
It would be interesting to have a criterion indicating when deg π˜S “ 1. According to
Lemma 5.4.1 in [GHIL13], this is the case if e.g. S is a subset of the diagonal and s ă pn´rq2.
Even for diagonal S, the degree of deg π˜S is not 1 in general if s “ pn´ rq
2: for example,
it is 2 for r “ 2, n “ s “ 22 “ 4 and 42 for r “ 6, n “ s “ 32 “ 9 (since d4,2,S “ 2,
d9,6,S “ 42 if S is the full diagonal, see Example 4.9). In fact, numerical experimentation
indicates that this degree is independent of n for S consisting of pn´ rq2 diagonal elements,
a fact for which we do not have a proof. {
2.3. We will treat the problem of computing dn,r,S as a problem of excess intersection.
Let N “ dim τn,k “ n
2 ´ k2 ´ 1. The intersection of N general hyperplanes h1, . . . , hN
in Pn
2´s´1 meets τn,k,S at reduced points by Bertini, and it follows that dn,r,S equals the
number of points of intersection of π˜´1S ph1q, . . . , π˜
´1
S phN q. The hyperplanes hi correspond
to general hyperplanes Hi of P
n2´1 containing LS, and it follows that the intersection
H1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ XHN X τn,k
consists of dn,r,S isolated reduced points and of a scheme supported on LS X τn,k. The
intersection number
(2)
ż
H1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨HN ¨ τn,k
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equals deg τn,k (given in (1)); therefore
dn,r,S “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘ ´ contribution of pLS X τn,kq to the intersection product (2).
The challenge consists therefore of evaluating the contribution of the (a priori positive di-
mensional) locus LS X τn,k to the intersection product of τn,k and N general hyperplanes
containing LS . By Fulton-MacPherson intersection theory, this contribution may be ex-
pressed in terms of a Segre class.
Lemma 2.7. Let H be the class of a hyperplane in Pn
2´1. Then
(3) dn,r,S “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘ ´ ż p1`Hqn2´k2´1 X spLS X τn,k, τn,kq .
Here spLSXτn,k, τn,kq is the Segre class in the sense of [Ful84], Chapter 4. In (3), LSXτn,k
is taken with its natural (not necessarily reduced!) scheme structure, i.e., the one given by
the sum of the ideals of LS and τn,k.
Proof. Notice that LS X τn,k is the base scheme of the linear system cut out on τn,k by the
hyperplanes containing LS . Then apply Proposition 4.4 in [Ful84]. 
The problem shifts then to the computation of the Segre class spLS X τn,k, τn,kq.
2.4. In order to obtain more manageable formulas, we will use Lemma 2.7 in a slightly
modified version, ‘twisting’ the needed Segre class by means of an operation introduced
in [Alu94].
Definition 2.8. Let Z be a subscheme of a variety V , and let L be a line bundle on Z.
We let
(4) spZ, V qL :“ cpL q´1 X pspZ, V q bV L q .
The notation used in the right-hand side of (4) is defined in §2 of [Alu94], to which we
address the reader for further details (which will be immaterial here). In practice, spZ, V qL
is obtained by capping by cpL q´pc`1q the piece of spZ, V q of codimension c in V , for all c.
Remark 2.9. The class introduced in Definition 2.8 is closely related to the twisted Segre
class studied in [KT96]. {
We collect here a few facts concerning this notion, that we will need in the next sections.
Lemma 2.10. (1) If Z is regularly embedded in V , then
spZ, V qL “ cpL q´1cpNZV bL q
´1 X rZs .
(2) If π : rV Ñ V is a proper birational morphism, and ĂL is the pull-back to π´1pZq of
the line bundle L , then
spZ, V qL “ π˚
´
spπ´1pZq, rV qĂL ¯ .
(3) If V is nonsingular, then the class
cpTV |Z bL q X spZ, V q
L
only depends on Z and L .
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(4) With notation as in §2.3,
dn,r,S “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘ ´ ż spLS X τn,k, τn,kqOp´Hq .
Full proofs of these facts will be given elsewhere. (1), (2) are formal consequence of
the definition, the standard formula for Segre classes of regularly embedded schemes (see
Chapter 4 of [Ful84]), and of the birational invariance of Segre classes (Proposition 4.2 (a)
in [Ful84]). (3) follows from Example 4.2.6 (a) in [Ful84]. (4) is again a formal consequence
of the definition and of Lemma 2.7.
By (4), the problem of computing dn,r,S is reduced to the computation of the class
spLS X τn,k, τn,kq
Op´Hq. We will use (2) to relate this computation to one in an ambient
nonsingular variety and (3) to change this ambient nonsingular variety to a more convenient
one. In particularly simple situations, (1) will suffice to compute the needed class.
We will need somewhat more sophisticated facts concerning spZ, V qL in §4.1 (Lemma 4.2,
Lemma 4.3).
2.5. By Lemma 2.10 (4), our objective consists of the computation of spLSXτn,k, τn,kq
Op´Hq;
by (2) in the same lemma, we may replace τn,k with any birational model pτn,k. We choose
for pτn,k the standard resolution of τn,k as a projective bundle over a Grassmannian.
Briefly, pτn,k consists of pairs pK,ϕq P Gpk, nqˆPn2´1 whereK P Gpk, nq is a k-dimensional
subspace of κn, and ϕ is a matrix such that K Ď kerϕ (and hence rkϕ ď r “ n´ k). More
intrinsically, consider the tautological sequence
0 // S // On // Q // 0
over the Grassmannian Gpk, nq. The space Hompκn, κnq of matrices defines the trivial
bundle HompOn,Onq over Gpk, nq. For K P Gpk, nq, the homomorphisms whose kernel
contains K correspond to those ϕ : κn Ñ κn that are induced from a homomorphism on
the quotient κn{K. Globalizing, the Pnpn´kq´1-bundle pτn,k on Gpk, nq whose fiber over K
parametrizes matrices ϕ for which K Ď kerϕ is the projectivization of
HompQ,Onq – pQ_qn .
The embedding Q_ Ď On induces an inclusionpτn,k Ď POn2 “ Gpk, nq ˆ Pn2´1 ;
the projection to Pn
2´1 maps pτn,k onto τn,k:
pτn,k
ρ
    
  
  
   ν
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
  // Gpk, nq ˆ Pn
2´1
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
Gpk, nq τn,k
  // Pn
2´1
Both τn,k and pτn,k are projective, and every ϕ P τn,k with rank exactly r “ n´ k has a well-
defined kernel K P Gpk, nq; thus ν : pτn,k Ñ τn,k is a proper birational morphism, resolving
the singularities of τn,k “ σn,r. (In particular dim τn,k “ dimGpk, nq ` npn ´ kq ´ 1 “
kpn´ kq ` npn´ kq ´ 1 “ n2 ´ k2 ´ 1 as stated in §2.1.)
As in the diagram, we let ρ : pτn,k “ PppQ_qnq Ñ Gpk, nq be the structure map. Note that
the universal bundle Op1q on PppQ_qnq is the restriction of the hyperplane bundle OpHq
from the second factor in Gpk, nq ˆ Pn
2´1.
The following observation will be useful in concrete calculations:
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Lemma 2.11.
deg σn,r “ deg τn,k “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘ “ ż
Gpk,nq
cpS _qn .
Proof. The numerical value for the degree was already recalled in §2.1. To see that this is
the degree of cpS _qn, we may argue as follows. By definition,
deg τn,k “
ż
Hdim τn,k X rτn,ks “
ż ÿ
i
H i X rτn,ks ;
by the projection formula (applied to ν), this equalsż ÿ
i
c1pOp1qq
i X rPppQ_qnqs ,
since as observed above H pulls back to c1pOp1qq on pτn,k “ PppQ_qnq. Since degrees are
preserved by proper push-forwards, the degree in turn equalsż
ρ˚
˜ÿ
i
c1pOp1qq
i X rPppQ_qnqs
¸
“
ż
sppQ_qnq X rGpk, nqs
by definition of Segre class of a vector bundle. By the Whitney formula applied to the (dual
of the) tautological sequence we have spQ_q “ cpS _q, and this concludes the proof. 
2.6. Applying Lemma 2.10 (2) and (4), we have
(5) dn,r,S “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘ ´ ż spν´1pLS X τn,kq, pτn,kqOp´Hq
where of course H denotes the pull-back of the hyperplane class to pτn,k.
Now let pLS “ Gpk, nq ˆLS – Gpk, nq ˆ Ps´1, and note that ν´1pLS X τn,kq “ pLS X pτn,k.
pτn,k
ρ
}}③③
③③
③③
③③
③
ν
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
  // Gpk, nq ˆ Pn
2´1
((❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
❘
pLS “ Gpk, nq ˆ LS? _oo
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
Gpk, nq τn,k
  // Pn
2´1 LS?
_oo
Denote by π1 : pLS Ñ Gpk, nq the projection. We note that the push-forward π1˚ acts by
reading off the coefficient of Hs´1. The information needed in order to compute the degrees
dn,r,S is captured by the following class in the Chow group of the Grassmannian Gpk, nq.
Definition 2.12. The Grassmann class Σn,r,S associated with S (w.r.t. r) is the push-
forward
Σn,r,S :“ π1˚
´
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq¯
of the ‘twisted’ Segre class sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq, where k “ n´ r.
Note that we are taking the Segre class in pLS in this definition (rather than in pτn,k). The
following result will be our main tool in the rest of the paper.
Theorem 2.13. With notation as above,
(6) dn,r,S “
ż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn X p1´ Σn,r,Sq .
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Proof. By Lemma 2.10 (3),
sppLS X pτn,k, pτn,kqOp´Hq “ cpT pLS b Op´Hqq
cpTpτn,k b Op´Hqq X sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq
The Chern classes of both bundles appearing on the right are evaluated by standard Euler
sequences. Since pLS is a trivial Ps´1-bundle over Gpk, nq, we have the exact sequence
0 // O // OpHqs // T pLS // TGpk, nq // 0
(omitting the evident pull-back). Tensoring by Op´Hq we get the exact sequence
0 // Op´Hq // Os // T pLS bOp´Hq // TGpk, nq b Op´Hq // 0
from which
cpT pLS b Op´Hqq “ cpOpHqq´1cpTGpk, nq b Op´Hqq .
Tensoring the Euler sequence for PppQ_qnq by Op´Hq (and omitting pull-backs and re-
strictions by a common abuse of language) gives likewise
0 // Op´Hq // pQ_qn // Tpτn,k b Op´Hq // TGpk, nq b Op´Hq // 0
from which
cpTpτn,k b Op´Hqq “ cpOpHqq´1cpQ_qncpTGpk, nq b Op´Hqq .
Therefore
cpT pLS b Op´Hqq
cpTpτn,k b Op´Hqq “ 1cpQ_qn “ cpS _qn ,
and (5) gives
dn,r,S “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘ ´ żpLS cpS _qn X sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq
Since
ş
is not affected by proper push-forwards,
dn,r,S “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘ ´ ż
Gpk,nq
cpS _qn X π1˚
´
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq¯
and by Lemma 2.11 we then have
dn,r,S “
ż
Gpk,nq
cpS _qn
´
1´ π1˚
´
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq¯¯ ,
which is the statement. 
In view of expression (6) obtained in Theorem 2.13, the key ingredient in the calculation
of dn,r,S in our approach is the computation of the Grassmann class Σn,r,S determined by
the choice of n, r, S. In the rest of the paper we will compute this class explicitly in several
template cases, and prove a result relating Σn,r,S to the Grassmann classes of smaller sets,
provided these form ‘blocks’ for S. Once Σn,r,S is obtained, tools such as Schubert2 can
perform the degree computation required by (6) and obtain numerical values for dn,r,S in
many cases of reasonable size. In some cases (particularly when S is ‘diagonal’) we will be
able to perform the degree computation explicitly in general.
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3. Entries from a single row or column
3.1. Let S consist of s “ ℓ entries in a single row of the matrix. By Remark 2.3, we could
choose these entries to be adjacent and left-adjusted in the top row of the matrix.
ℓ
(We denote s by ℓ in this section, for compatibility with notation used in later sections.)
Recall that pLS denotes Gpk, nq ˆ Pℓ´1; we need to compute sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq, wherepτn,k is the standard resolution of τn,k “ σn,r, the variety of matrices with rank ď r “ n´ k
(see §2.5). The kernel of a matrix in the span of S,
ϕ “
¨˚
˚˝˚a11 ¨ ¨ ¨ a1ℓ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 00 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
‹˛‹‹‚ ,
is the hyperplane Tϕ with equation a11x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1ℓxℓ “ 0. By definition of pτk,n (see §2.5),
the scheme pLS X pτk,n is supported on the Grassmann bundle over Pℓ´1 whose fiber over ϕ
is the set of k-planes K contained in Tϕ.
Lemma 3.1. The intersection pLSXpτk,n equals this Grassmann bundle scheme-theoretically;
in particular, it is a nonsingular subvariety of pLS. It is the zero-scheme of a regular section
of S _ b OpHq over pLS.
Proof. The first assertion may be checked by a coordinate computation. We work in a
neighborhood of the (arbitrarily chosen) point pK0, ϕq P Gpk, nq ˆ P
n2´1 with K0 spanned
by the last k coordinates and ϕ given by a11 “ 1, aij “ 0 for pi, jq ‰ p1, 1q. Local coordinates
at this point are¨˚
˚˝˚
C “
¨˚
˝c11 . . . c1,n´k 1 . . . 0... . . . ... ... . . . ...
ck1 . . . ck,n´k 0 . . . 1
‹˛‚, A “
¨˚
˚˝˚ 1 a12 . . . a1na21 a22 . . . a2n
...
...
. . .
...
an1 an2 . . . ann
‹˛‹‹‚‹˛‹‹‚
and equations for pτk,n are A¨Ct “ 0. Coordinates for pLS are as above, with all a1ℓ`1, . . . , a1n
and a21, . . . , ann set to 0. Therefore, local generators for the ideal of pLS X pτk,n in pLS are
(7)
$’&’%
c11 ` c12a12 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c1ℓa1ℓ “ 0
¨ ¨ ¨
ck1 ` ck2a12 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ckℓa1ℓ “ 0
(with obvious adaptation if ℓ ě n ´ k). This shows that pLS X pτk,n is nonsingular, and in
fact a local complete intersection of codimension k, and it follows that it agrees with its
support, described set-theoretically as a Grassmann bundle in the paragraph preceding the
statement.
For the second part of the statement, we work more intrinsically. The inclusion of the
space LS in the span of the top rows determines an inclusion O
ℓ Ď On of bundles over
P
ℓ´1. A point ϕ P Pℓ´1 corresponds to vectors ϕˆ in the fiber of Op´1q Ď Oℓ Ď On;
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dualizing, we get a morphism On Ñ Op1q “ OpHq. Let T be the kernel of this morphism,
so with notation as above, the hyperplane Tϕ is the fiber of T over ϕ, and pLS X pτk,n is the
Grassmann bundle Gpk, T q over Pℓ´1. By construction, Gpk, T q is the zero-scheme of the
section of S _ b OpHq “ HompS ,OpHqq determined by composition:
S ÝÑ On ÝÑ OpHq .
This section is regular, as the above local coordinate computation shows. 
Corollary 3.2. Let S consist of ℓ entries in a row. We have
sppLS X pτk,n, pLSqOp´Hq “ cpOp´Hqq´1cpS _q´1 X rpLS X pτk,ns .
As a class in pLS “ Gpk, nq ˆ Pℓ´1,
(8) sppLS X pτk,n, pLSqOp´Hq “ cpOp´Hqq´1cpS _q´1ctoppS _ b OpHqq .
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, pLS X pτk,n is regularly embedded in pLS, with class ctoppS _ bOpHqq
and normal bundle S _ b OpHq. The statement then follows from Lemma 2.10 (1). 
Corollary 3.3. Let S consist of ℓ entries in a row. Then
(9) Σn,r,S “ cpQ
_q pcn´r´ℓ`1pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cn´rpS
_qq .
Proof. By definition, Σn,r,S “ π1˚sppLS X pτk,n, pLSqOp´Hq. Recall that π1 denotes the projec-
tion pLS Ñ Gpk, nq, and it acts by collecting the coefficient of Hℓ´1. We have
(10) ctoppS
_ b OpHqq “
kÿ
i“0
H i ¨ ck´ipS
_q
(p. 55 in [Ful84]), and it follows that the coefficient of Hℓ´1 in
cpOp´Hqq´1ctoppS
_ b OpHqq “
ÿ
jě0
Hj ¨
kÿ
i“0
H i ¨ ck´ipS
_q
equals ckpS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ck´ℓ`1pS
_q. Therefore
Σn,r,S “ π1˚
`
cpS _q´1cpOp´Hqq´1 X ctoppS
_ b OpHqq
˘
“ cpS _q´1 pck´ℓ`1pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ckpS
_qq
as stated. 
3.2. The information obtained in Corollary 3.3 suffices by Theorem 2.13 to complete the
computation of dn,r,S. Here S consists of ℓ entries in a row; we denote the number dn,r,S by
dn,r|ℓ, since the row and the location of the entries in that row are immaterial.
Theorem 3.4. With notation as above,
(11) dn,r|ℓ “
ż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn´1
n´r´ℓÿ
i“0
cipS
_q .
Proof. Corollary 3.3 yields
cpS _qn p1´ Σn,r,Sq “ cpS
_qn
`
1´ cpS _q´1 X pck´ℓ`1pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ckpS
_qq
˘
“ cpS _qn´1 pcpS _q ´ pck´ℓ`1pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ckpS
_qqq
“ cpS _qn´1 pc0pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ck´ℓpS
_qq ,
which gives the statement by Theorem 2.13. 
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Example 3.5. ‚ dn,r|0 “
ş
Gpk,nq cpS
_qn “ degσn,r (Lemma 2.11).
‚ For ℓ “ 1, (11) givesż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn´1
n´r´1ÿ
i“0
cipS
_q “
ż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn ´
ż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn´1 ¨ cn´rpS
_q
“
ż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn ´
ż
Gpn´r,n´1q
cpS _qn´1
“ deg σn,r ´ deg σn´1,r´1
“
n´r´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
n´r
˘`
n´r`i
n´r
˘ ´ n´r´1ź
i“0
`
n´1`i
n´r
˘`
n´r`i
n´r
˘ .
Therefore, the multiplicity of σn,r at a matrix of rank 1 is the degree of σn´1,r´1. This is
clear for e.g., the determinant hypersurface σn,n´1, since the tangent cone to σn,n´1 at a
rank-1 matrix is a cone over the determinant σn´1,n´2. In general, this degree computation
can be used to show that the tangent cone to σn,r at a rank-1 matrix is a cone over σn´1,r´1.
‚ dn,r|n´r “
ş
Gpn´r,nq cpS
_qn´1. This degree may also be evaluated explicitly, yieldingśn´r´2
i“0
pn`in´rq
pn´r`in´r q
.
‚ For ℓ ą n ´ r, dn,r|ℓ “ 0. Indeed,
řn´r´ℓ
i“0 cipS
_q “ 0 trivially in this case. This fact
was already mentioned in Remark 2.5. {
The following Macaulay2 script using Schubert2 ([GSS`]):
needsPackage("Schubert2")
onerow = (n,r,l) -> (
G = flagBundle({n-r,r});
(S,Q) = bundles G;
Sd = dual S;
integral(chern(Sd)^(n-1)*sum(0..n-r-l, i-> chern(i,Sd)))
)
produces a function onerow which evaluates (11) given the input of the dimension n of the
ambient space, the rank r, and the number ℓ of entries of S (which must all be in the same
row).
Example 3.6. The degrees of the joins of the locus of 7 ˆ 7 matrices of rank ď r with the
space spanned by 3 entries in the top row are as follows:
d7,r|3 “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
896 r “ 1
15582 r “ 2
11172 r “ 3
490 r “ 4
0 r “ 5
0 r “ 6
0 r “ 7
These may be computed quickly using the script given above. For example,
i2 : time onerow(7,3,3)
-- used 0.00669973 seconds
o2 = 11172
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on our computing equipment. (By comparison, a verification of the table for n “ 7, ℓ “ 3
shown above took nearly twenty minutes on the same computer, running a more straight-
forward algorithm for degrees of projections in Macaulay2.) {
3.3. By symmetry, dn,r,S “ dn,r,S:, where S
: is the transpose configuration of entries
from S. Thus, (11) must also be the degree of the projection of the rank-r locus from
a set of entries lying in the same column. Performing an independent computation for
this number from this different viewpoint leads to an identity in the Chow ring of the
Grassmannian.
Let S consist of ℓ entries in one column, e.g.:
ℓ
We use notation as above: LS is the span of the entries of S, pLS denotes Gpk, nq ˆ LS –
Gpk, nq – Pℓ´1, and pτn,k is the standard resolution of τn,k “ σn,n´k. The Grassmann class
Σn,r,S (Definition 2.12) needed in order to apply Theorem 2.13 is obtained from sppLS Xpτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq, where H is the pull-back of the hyperplane class from the Pℓ´1 factor.
Lemma 3.7. pLS X pτn,k – Gpk, n ´ 1q ˆ Pℓ´1.
Proof. The intersection pLS X pτn,k consists of pairs pK,ϕq such that K Ď kerϕ. Since ϕ is
concentrated in one column, kerϕ consists of a fixed hyperplane, and the statement follows,
at least set-theoretically. A simple coordinate computation shows that this description in
fact holds scheme-theoretically. 
Corollary 3.8. Let S consist of ℓ entries in a column. As a class in pLS,
(12) sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq “ cpOp´Hqq´1cpS _ b Op´Hqq´1ckpS _q .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 2.10 (1), since Gpk, n ´ 1q ˆ Pℓ´1 is the
zero-scheme of a regular section of S _. 
The reader should compare (12) with the similar but different expression (8) for S con-
centrated in a row.
Corollary 3.9. Let S consist of ℓ entries in a column. Then
(13) Σn,r,S “
rÿ
i“0
ˆ
ℓ´ 1` n´ r ` i
ℓ´ 1
˙
cipQ
_qcn´rpS
_q .
Proof. Tensoring the dual of the universal sequence over Gpk, nq by Op´Hq gives an exact
sequence
0 // Q_ b Op´Hq // Op´Hqn´1 // S _ b Op´Hq // 0
from which cpS _ b Op´Hqq´1 “ p1 ´ Hq´ncpQ_ b Op´Hqq. Substituting in (12) and
applying the formula for the Chern class of a tensor product ([Ful84], p. 55) gives
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq “ n´kÿ
i“0
cipQ
_qckpS
_q
p1´Hqk`i`1
.
The Grassmann class is obtained by pushing this forward to Gpk, nq, which amounts to
computing the coefficient of Hℓ´1, with the stated result. 
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Applying Theorem 2.13 gives the degree:
Theorem 3.10. If S consists of ℓ elements in a column, then with k “ n´ r:
(14) dn,r,S “
ż
Gpk,nq
cpS _qn
˜
1´
rÿ
i“0
ˆ
ℓ´ 1` k ` i
ℓ´ 1
˙
cipQ
_qckpS
_q
¸
.
3.4. As mentioned above, the expression obtained in Theorem 3.10 must agree with the
expression given for dn,r|ℓ in Theorem 3.4. In other words, if Σ
1
n,r|ℓ, Σ
2
n,r|ℓ denote the classes
(9), (13) obtained for S consisting of ℓ elements of a row, resp., a column, then necessarilyż
Gpk,nq
cpS _qn ¨ Σ1n,r|ℓ “
ż
Gpk,nq
cpS _qn ¨ Σ2n,r|ℓ .
This equality translates into identities in the Chow ring of the Grassmannian, for all choices
of n, r, ℓ. They are nontrivial, in the sense that in general the classes Σ1
n,r|ℓ, Σ
2
n,r|ℓ differ. In
fact, even the dimensions of these classes need not agree.
Example 3.11. For n “ 3, r “ 1, ℓ “ 2, Σ1
n,r|ℓ and Σ
2
n,r|ℓ are classes in Gp2, 3q – P
2. The
reader can verify that Σ1
3,1|2 is the hyperplane class h, while Σ
2
3,1|2 equals 3h
2.
Σ13,1|2 “ h ; Σ
2
3,1|2 “ 3h
2
With this notation, cpS _q3 “ p1` h` h2q3 “ 1` 3h` 6h2, so thatż
cpS _q3 ¨ Σ13,1|2 “ 3 “
ż
cpS _q3 ¨ Σ23,1|2
as expected. {
We can use the equality of degrees to obtain information on dn,r|ℓ. It is straightforward
to write (14) in terms of an intersection degree in Gpk, n ´ 1q:
(15) dn,r,S “
k´1ź
i“0
`
n`i
k
˘`
k`i
k
˘ ´ n´k´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
ℓ´ 1` k ` i
ℓ´ 1
˙ż
Gpk,n´1q
cpS _qncipQ
1_q .
where Q1 denotes the universal quotient bundle on Gpk, n´1q. The expression in (15) must
evaluate dn,r|ℓ, and hence agree with (11). Formula (15) and the degree computation
(16)
ż
Gpk,n´1q
cpS _qn ¨ cipQ
1q “
`
n
k`1
˘
¨ ¨ ¨
`
n`k´1
k`1
˘`
k`1
k`1
˘
¨ ¨ ¨
`
2k
k`1
˘ ¨ `n´k´1i ˘`i`k´1i ˘`
2k`i
i
˘ ,
(which is likely well-known) yield the following explicit expression for dn,r|ℓ:
(17) dn,r|ℓ “
k´1ź
j“0
`
n`j
k
˘`
k`j
k
˘ ´ k´1ź
j“0
`
n`j
k`1
˘`
k`1`j
k`1
˘ n´k´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qi
ˆ
ℓ´ 1` k ` i
ℓ´ 1
˙`n´k´1
i
˘`
i`k´1
i
˘`
2k`i
i
˘
for ℓ ď k “ n ´ r. (The script given in §3.2 confirms this expression for dozens of exam-
ples.) A reader more versed in Schubert calculus than this writer could verify this formula
rigorously (by checking (16)) or provide more directly an explicit expression computing (11).
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3.5. Here is a table displaying da`b,a|b´2 for a “ 1, . . . , 10 and b “ 2, 3:
a “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
b “ 2 6 20 50 105 196 336 540 825 1210 1716
3 19 155 805 3136 9996 27468 67320 150645 313027 611611
This table matches the one found on page 188 of [CG88] for the values of KpDjpa, bqq, the
number of Kekule´ structures for benzenoid hydrocarbons in an ‘oblate pentagon’ configura-
tion:
b
a
a
(For b ą 3, the values of KpDjpa, bqq and da`b,a|b´2 as above do not match.) Several other
series of numbers of Kekule´ structures may be expressed as numbers dn,r|ℓ. For example,
the second row in the above table is one of four nonzero possibilities for dn,n´3|ℓ:
n “ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ℓ “ 0 1 20 175 980 4116 14112 41580 108900
1 1 19 155 805 3136 9996 27468 67320
2 1 16 110 490 1666 4704 11592 25740
3 1 10 50 175 490 1176 2520 4950
These agree with the numbers of Kekule´ structures for benzenoids forming ‘5-tier dihedral
hexagons, oblate pentagons, intermediate pentagons’, and ‘4-tier centrosymmetric hexagons’
([CG88], p. 167 no. 1, 2, 3, and p. 166 no. 1, respectively). We are not aware of any
direct connection between results in the extensive literature on Kekule´ structures and the
enumerative geometry of varieties expressing rank conditions. Is every degree dn,r,S the
number of Kekule´ structures for a benzenoid hydrocarbon molecule? The degrees deg σn,r
are all Kekule´ numbers, for dihedral hexagons: with notation as on p. 108 of [CG88],
KtOpa, bqu equals da`b,b|0 “ deg σa`b,b.
b
a
a
There are several other apparent cameo appearances of these numbers in the literature,
which it would be interesting to explain more conceptually. The ℓ “ 0 row in the above
table (i.e., deg σn,n´3) reproduces the dimension dimV
pn´3q of the distinguished module
of dimension 20 of a Lie algebra in the subexceptional series as per the a “ 2 case in
Theorem 7.2 of [LM06]. The ℓ “ 3 row agrees with the dimension H5pwq of the space of
semiinvariants of weight w, krMatp2, 5qs
SLp2q
pwq , as computed in [Muk03], p. 238.
4. Building S from blocks
4.1. In this section we will use the information obtained in Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.9
to compute dn,r,S in the more interesting cases in which S is built from entries in separate
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rows and columns. For example, this will give dn,r,S when S consists of a collection of
entries pis, jsq such that all js are distinct, i.e., such that no two entries in S are in the
same column; this will in particular cover the case in which S is a subset of the diagonal of
a matrix.
In general, assume S (possibly after a permutation of rows and columns) consists of two
blocks S1, S2 with no overlapping rows or columns:
S1
S2
We will prove a relation at the level of Grassmann classes:
p1´ Σn,r,Sq “ p1´ Σn,r,S1qp1´ Σn,r,S2q
(Theorem 4.5) which will allow us to analyze the cases mentioned above; in fact, it will
lead to a direct generalization of the results obtained in §3. This multiplicative property
organizes the degrees dn,r,S, but is invisible at the numerical level.
The proof of Theorem 4.5 relies on more sophisticated properties of Segre classes, which
we state in this subsection.
First, we need to deal with a generalization of the join construction. Consider two disjoint
subspaces Pm, PM´m´1 of a projective space PM , and let I be a homogeneous ideal, defining
a subscheme Z of Pm. Let qZ Ď PM be the subscheme of PM defined by a set of generators
of I. Geometrically, qZ is the join of Z and PM´m´1 in PM (i.e., the cone over Z with vertex
P
M´m´1).
Since Z and PM´m´1 are disjoint, the projection of Z from PM´m´1 is isomorphic to Z
itself, and it follows that the degree of qZ equals the degree Z. Segre classes are a more
refined invariant than degree, so a relation between spZ,Pmq and sp qZ,PM q is bound to be
subtler. For example, the Segre class of qZ depends on the specific ideal I chosen to define Z.
Example 4.1. Let m “ 1 and M “ 2, so we are dealing with the simple case of joining a
point in the plane with a subscheme of a line. The ideals px0, x1q and px
2
0, x0x1q define the
same subscheme Z in P1 (i.e., a reduced point); but the Segre classes of the corresponding
joins, defined by px0, x1q and px
2
0, x0x1q in P
2, differ (due to the embedded component at
the origin in the second case). {
In fact we need to deal with a somewhat more general situation, for which Z is a sub-
scheme of a product V ˆ Pm. We assume that Z is defined by a section of a vector bundle
E b OpHq, where E is the pull-back of a vector bundle from V , and H denotes the hy-
perplane class. (This condition will be automatically verified for all the examples we will
consider.) For M ą m, we let qZ “ Z_pV ˆPM´m´1q be the subscheme of V ˆPM defined
by the ‘pull-back’ of the section to V ˆ PM . Since this join operation _ clearly preserves
rational equivalence, we can extend it to the Chow group and define a homomorphism
α ÞÑ α_ pV ˆ PM´m´1q from A˚Z to A˚ qZ.
Lemma 4.2. With the above notation,
(18) sp qZ, V ˆ PMqOp´Hq
“ spZ, V ˆ PmqOp´Hq _ pV ˆ PM´m´1q ` p1`H `H2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q X rV ˆ PM´m´1s .
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This is a particular case of a rationality result for Segre classes of ind-schemes, and its
proof is discussed elsewhere ([Alu]). This result will allow us to control the behavior of
the relevant classes as the chosen set S of entries increases in size. In fact, (18) is our
main reason for choosing to work with the class introduced in Definition 2.8: a relation
for ordinary Segre classes may be obtained from (18), but is more complicated. As a rule,
formulas for the twisted classes in the concrete situations that are considered in this note
are simpler than formulas for ordinary Segre classes (this is already the case for the formula
obtained in Corollary 3.2).
A second result we will need concerns splayed subschemes. Two subschemes X, Y of a
nonsingular variety V are splayed if at each point of their intersection there are analytic
coordinates px1, . . . , xa, y1, . . . , ybq for V such that X may be defined by an ideal gener-
ated by functions in the coordinates xi and Y by an ideal generated by functions in the
coordinates yj.
Lemma 4.3. Let X and Y be splayed in V , and let L be a line bundle on V . Then
(19) spX X Y, V qL “ cpL q X pspX,V qL ¨ spY, V qL q
in the Chow group of X X Y .
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 in [AF],
spX X Y, V q “ spX,V q ¨ spY, V q .
The stated formula follows immediately from this result, Definition 2.8, and the evident
fact that bV preserves intersection products in V . 
4.2. Now assume S consists of two blocks S1, S2, as in §4.1. Since S1 Ď S, we have an
embedding LS1 Ď LS , and hence an embedding pLS1 Ď pLS . Similarly, pLS2 Ď pLS. For any
Z 1 Ď pLS1 , we can consider the join qZ 1 of Z 1 and pLS2 in pLS, and similarly we let qZ2 be the
join of Z2 and pLS1 , for every subscheme Z2 Ď pLS2.
Lemma 4.4. Let Z 1 “ pL1S1 X pτn,k, Z2 “ pL1S2 X pτn,k. Then with notation as above:
‚ Both qZ 1, qZ2 are zeros of sections of bundles E b OpHq, with E a pull-back from
Gpk, nq;
‚ pLS X pτn,k “ qZ 1 X qZ2 (scheme-theoretically); and
‚ qZ 1 and qZ2 are splayed.
Proof. Denote elements of pLS “ Gpk, nq ˆ LS by pairs pC,Aq, where C “ pcijq is a k ˆ n
matrix whose rows span the given element of Gpk, nq, and A is an nˆn matrix with entries
in S. The condition that pC,Aq P pLS X pτn,k means that the row-span of C is contained in
the kernel of A; thus, the ideal defining pLS X pτn,k is generated by the entries of A ¨ Ct.
Under the current assumption on S, A is a block matrix:
A “
ˆ
A1 0
0 A2
˙
;
and we can split Ct horizontally into matrices C 1, C2 with entries cij with j P J
1, j P J2
resp., so that the product A ¨ Ct is in factˆ
A1 0
0 A2
˙
¨
ˆ
C 1
C2
˙
“
ˆ
A1 ¨ C 1
A2 ¨ C2
˙
.
With this notation, qZ 1 is defined by the vanishing of the entries of A1 ¨ C 1, and qZ2 by the
vanishing of the entries of A2 ¨ C2.
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Figure 2.
The statement follows. The first point is clear. For the second point, the ideal of pLSXpτn,k
is indeed the sum of the ideals of qZ 1 and qZ2. The third point holds since generators for the
ideals of qZ 1, qZ2 are expressed in different sets of coordinates (in every local chart). 
Theorem 4.5. Assume that S consists of blocks S1, . . . , Sm. Then
p1´ Σn,r,Sq “
mź
i“1
p1´ Σn,r,Siq
in Gpn´ r, nq.
Proof. By an immediate induction it suffices to prove the case m “ 2, so we may assume S
is the union of two blocks S1, S2 as above. The needed formula follows then from Lemma 4.4
and the technical Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. Indeed, since pLS X pτn,k is the splayed intersection
of qZ 1 and qZ2,
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq “ p1´Hq ¨ sp qZ 1, pLSqOp´Hq ¨ sp qZ2, pLSqOp´Hq
by Lemma 4.3; and sp qZ 1, pLSqOp´Hq, sp qZ2, pLSqOp´Hq may be expressed in terms of joins by
using Lemma 4.2, so that
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq “ p1´Hq´spZ 1, pLS1qOp´Hq _ rpLS2s ` p1´Hq´1 X rpLS2s¯
¨
´
spZ2, pLS2qOp´Hq _ rpLS1s ` p1´Hq´1 X rpLS1s¯ .
By definition of Grassmann class of a set of entries (Definition 2.12),
spZ 1, pLS1qOp´Hq “ ´α10 ` α11H ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` α1s1´2Hs1´2 ` Σn,r,S1Hs1´1¯X rpLS1s
where s1 is the size of S1 and the α1i are (pull-backs of) classes in Gpk, nq; and similarly for Z
2.
These same expressions hold for the joins (but capping against rpLSs). The Grassmann class
Σn,r,S is therefore given by the coefficient of H
s1`s2´1 in
p1´Hq
˜
α10 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Σn,r,S1H
s1´1 `
Hs
1
1´H
¸
¨
˜
α20 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Σn,r,S2H
s2´1 `
Hs
2
1´H
¸
.
This is ´Σn,r,S1Σn,r,S2 ` Σn,r,S1 ` Σn,r,S2, and the statement follows immediately. 
4.3. As an illustration of the use of Theorem 4.5, we consider the case in which no two
of the s entries in S are in the same column. We can describe S as the union of the
subsets Si of entries in the i-th row of the matrix; and we let ℓi be the cardinality of Si.
Thus S consists of ℓ1 entries in the first row, ℓ2 entries in the second row, etc., subject to
the condition that no two entries are in the same column. We have ℓ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ℓn “ s ď n.
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The number dn,r,S clearly only depends on the numbers ℓ1, . . . , ℓn, not on the specific set S
of entries; so we can use the notation dn,r,S “ dn,r|ℓ1,ℓ2,.... Since permutations of the ℓi’s do
not affect the degree dr,n,S, we can in fact list the ℓi’s in any order and omit trailing zeros.
Thus, this notation is compatible with the notation used in §3. The degree for rank r and
the configuration shown in Figure 2 can be denoted d7,r|3,2,1,1.
Of course, up to a permutation of the columns and rows, such a configuration consists of
blocks:
so that this case is covered by Theorem 4.5 and the computation for individual rows carried
out in §3.1 and §3.2.
Corollary 4.6. For S described by pℓ1, . . . , ℓnq as above,
1´ Σn,r,S “
nź
i“1
cpQ_q pc0pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ck´ℓipS
_qq .
This follows immediately from Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 3.3. Note that for ℓi “ 0, the
contribution is
cpQ_q pc0pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ckpS
_qq “ cpQ_qcpS _q “ 1 ,
so that such rows do not affect the Grassmann class (as should be expected).
Theorem 4.7.
(20) dn,r|ℓ1,...,ℓn “
ż
Gpn´r,nq
nź
i“1
`
c0pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cn´r´ℓipS
_q
˘
.
This statement generalizes directly the case in which S is concentrated in one row, i.e.,
Theorem 3.4. (Indeed, factors corresponding to ℓi “ 0 reproduce cpS
_q.) Note that
the pretty multiplicative structure underlying (20) is invisible at the level of the degrees
dn,r|ℓ1,...,ℓn .
Proof. This now follows immediately from Theorem 2.13 and Corollary 4.6. 
It is straightforward to adapt the Macaulay2 script given in §3.2 and implement the
formula (20) given in Theorem 4.7:
needsPackage("Schubert2")
manyrows = (n,r,li) -> (
m=#li;
G = flagBundle({n-r,r});
(S,Q) = bundles G;
Sd = dual S;
integral(chern(Sd)^(n-m)*product(0..m-1,
j-> sum(0..n-r-li_j, i-> chern(i,Sd))))
)
For example,
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manyrows(7,3,{3,2,1,1})
returns 5990, the degree of the projection of the locus of 7ˆ7 matrices of rank ď 3 from the
set S depicted in Figure 2. This script took 0.023 seconds using our computing equipment
to compile the data for all ranks for this set S:
d7,r|3,2,1,1 “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
887 r “ 1
13957 r “ 2
5990 r “ 3
35 r “ 4
0 r “ 5
0 r “ 6
0 r “ 7
4.4. It is clear from (20) that dn,r|ℓ1,...,ℓn “ 0 unless ℓi ď n ´ r for all i. (Geometrically,
this signals that the projection contracts the locus, cf. Remark 2.5.) We do not have a
(conjectural) formula such as (17) computing dn,r,S as a combination of binomial coefficients
in the more general case considered here; it is probably possible to obtain such a formula, or
at least to conjecture one based on numerical experimentation. We will only deal explicitly
with the case in which no two elements of S lie in the same row or column, i.e., all ℓi “ 0
or 1. Up to a permutation of rows and column, S may be realized as a set of s diagonal
entries.
The following result will also answer a question raised in [GHIL13].
Theorem 4.8. For s “ 1, . . . , n,
dn,r|1s “
sÿ
j“0
ˆ
s
j
˙
p´1qj deg σn´j,r´j “
sÿ
j“0
ˆ
s
j
˙
p´1qj
n´r´1ź
i“0
`
n´j`i
n´r
˘`
n´r`i
n´r
˘
Proof. We have ℓi “ 1 for s rows, and ℓi “ 0 for the remaining n ´ s rows. According to
Theorem 4.7,
dn,r|1s “
ż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn´s
`
cpS _q ´ ckpS
_q
˘s
“
sÿ
j“0
ˆ
s
j
˙
p´1qj
ż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn´jckpS
_qj .
Since ckpS
_qj is the class of Gpn´ r, n ´ jq in Gpn ´ r, nq, this gives
dn,r|1s “
sÿ
j“0
ˆ
s
j
˙
p´1qj
ż
Gpn´r,n´jq
cpS _qn´j “
sÿ
j“0
ˆ
s
j
˙
p´1qj degσn´j,r´j ,
by Lemma 2.11. 
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Theorem 4.8 confirms the equality stated in Theorem 5.4.7 of [GHIL13]. In this state-
ment, the equality is conditional on (and in fact proven to be equivalent to) the following
conjectural statement. For x P S, let S1 “ S r txu. Denote by TCxZ the tangent cone to
Z at x. Conjecture 5.4.6 in [GHIL13] states:
Let S be such that no two elements of S lie in the same row or column and
let x P S. Then TCxJpσn,r, LSq “ JpTCxσn,r, LS1q.
(Here J denotes join.) As Theorem 4.8 verifies the equality in Theorem 5.4.7 of loc. cit., it
implies this statement.
Example 4.9. If S consists of s “ pn ´ rq2 diagonal elements, then the projection of σn,r
from LS is dominant onto P
n2´s´1. The projection is generically d-to-1, with
d “ d
n,r|1pn´rq2
“
pn´rq2ÿ
j“0
ˆ
pn´ rq2
j
˙
p´1qj
n´r´1ź
i“0
`
n´j`i
n´r
˘`
n´r`i
n´r
˘ .
Thus
d “ 1, 2, 42, 24024, 701149020, . . . s ě 1
for s “ pn ´ rq2. Remarkably, this degree appears to be independent of n, for n ě s2:
for example, the projections of both σ25,20 and σ125,120 are generically 701149020-to-1 onto
P
599, P15599, respectively. (We do not have a conceptual explanation for this experimental
observation.) {
4.5. Assume next that no element of S is on both the same row and the same column as
other elements of S. For example:
The degrees dn,r,S may be computed for such configurations by using Theorem 4.5. Indeed,
up to permutations of rows and columns, S may be described as a block matrix with blocks
consisting of subsets of rows or subsets of columns. We describe S by the lists pℓ1, ℓ2, . . . q
of lengths of rows and pm1,m2, . . . q of lengths of columns, and write dn,r|ℓ1,...|m1,... for the
corresponding degrees. For example, the degrees for the configuration shown above would
be denoted d6,r|2,2|2,2.
Theorem 4.10.
dn,r|ℓ1,...,ℓa|m1,...,mb “
ż
Gpn´r,nq
cpS _qn´a
¨
aź
j“1
¨˝
n´r´ℓjÿ
i“0
cipS
_q‚˛¨ bź
j“1
˜
1´
rÿ
i“0
ˆ
mj ´ 1` n´ r ` i
mj ´ 1
˙
cipQ
_qcn´rpS
_q
¸
.
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Example 4.11. For the example shown above:
d6,r|2,2|2,2 “
$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
228 r “ 1
734 r “ 2
8 r “ 3
0 r “ 4
0 r “ 5
0 r “ 6
An explicit Macaulay2 computation shows that the projection of σ6,3 (dim6,3 “ 6
2´32´1 “
26) from LS is a hypersurface of degree 4 in P
27. Since d6,r|2,2|2,2 “ 8, the projection map
must be generically 2-to-1 in this case. {
4.6. As in the case in which S is concentrated in one row (cf. §3.5), the numbers dn,r,S
computed in this section may have significance in other contexts, and it would be interesting
to explore conceptual connections suggested by these apparent coincidences. For example,
the numbers
dn,n´3|15 “ 85, 295, 771, 1681, 3235, 5685, 9325, . . . pn ě 5q
form the Ehrhart series for the matroid K4 according to [Slo14]. The numbers dn,n´3|1,1,
dn,n´3|1,2, dn,n´3|2,2, etc. all appear to be Kekule´ numbers for certain benzenoids (§3.5). For
example,
dn,n´3|2,3 “ 25, 65, 140, 266, 462, 750, 1155, . . . pn ě 5q
reproduce the Kekule´ numbers for benzenoid hydrocarbons in the chevron configuration
Chp2, 3, n ´ 3q, cf. [CG88], p. 166. The numbers
dn,n´3|2|2 “ 12, 60, 200, 525, 1176, 2352, 4320, . . . pn ě 4q
and
dn,n´3|2|3 “ 6, 20, 50, 105, 196, 336, 540, . . . pn ě 4q
are likewise Kekule´ numbers ([CG88], p. 233 #11 and p. 165 I1).
5. Increasing the complexity of S
5.1. The cases studied in §4.3 and ff. are still very special from the point of view of the
initial motivation mentioned in the introduction. The smallest S not covered by these cases
is of the following type:
where one element is on the same row and column as other elements of S. In this section we
indicate how this case may be treated by the same technique used in §3 and §4. Theorem 4.5
can then be used to obtain dn,r,S for S consisting of blocks including this configuration as
well as those studied in §4. In §5.6 we will further extend the discussion to blocks consisting
of 2 ˆ 2 squares. Not surprisingly, as the complexity of S increases so do the technical
subtleties needed to evaluate the relevant Segre classes.
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5.2. Let S consist of the entries p1, 1q, p1, 2q, p2, 1q, as in the above figure. We will adopt
the set-up in previous sections: LS – P
2 is the span of the three entries in S as a subspace
of Pn
2´1; pLS “ Gpk, nqˆLS ; and pτn,k Ď Gpk, nqˆPn2´1 denotes the standard resolution of
the locus τn,k “ σn,n´k of matrices with bounded rank. The main information is carried by
the Grassmann class of S, a projection of the Segre class of pLSXpτn,k in pLS (Theorem 2.13).
It is easy to provide a qualitative description of pLS X pτn,k. By definition (§2.5) this is the
locus of pairs pK,ϕq P pLS “ Gpk, nq ˆ LS such that K Ď kerϕ. We may use coordinates
a11, a12, a21 for LS – P
2, corresponding to entries in the matrix
ϕ “
¨˚
˚˝˚a11 a12 0 . . .a21 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
‹˛‹‹‚ .
There are then three possibilities for kerϕ:
‚ If a12a21 ‰ 0, then rkϕ “ 2, and E :“ kerϕ is the codimension 2 subspace defined
by the vanishing of the first two components: x1 “ x2 “ 0;
‚ If a12 “ 0, defining a line L1 Ď LS , then rkϕ “ 1, and F :“ kerϕ is the hyperplane
defined by x1 “ 0;
‚ If a21 “ 0, defining a line L2 Ď LS then rkϕ “ 1, and Fϕ :“ kerϕ is the hyperplane
with equation a11x1 ` a12x2 “ 0.
Correspondingly, pLS X pτn,k must consist of three components:
‚ X “ Gpk,Eq ˆ LS – Gpk, n ´ 2q ˆ P
2; codimX LS “ 2k.
‚ W1 “ Gpk, F q ˆ L1 – Gpk, n ´ 1q ˆ P
1; codimW1 LS “ k ` 1.
‚ W2, a Grassmann bundle over L2 – P
1; the fiber over ϕ P L2 is Gpk, Fϕq;
codimW2 LS “ k ` 1.
Lemma 5.1. ‚ The scheme pLS X pτn,k consists of the reduced union of X, W1, W2;
‚ The varieties X, W1, W2 are nonsingular. As classes in pLS – Gpk, nq ˆ P2,
spX, pLSqOp´Hq “ ckpS _q2
p1´Hq cpS _ b Op´Hqq2
spW1, pLSqOp´Hq “ H ¨ ckpS _q
p1´Hq cpS _ b Op´Hqq
spW2, pLSqOp´Hq “ H ¨ ckpS _ bOpHqq
p1´Hq cpS _q
.
where H is the pull-back of the hyperplane class from P2, and S denotes the (pull-back of
the) universal subbundle from Gpk, nq.
Proof. The first statement may be verified by a coordinate computation analogous to the
one performed in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Working in local coordinates for pLS , e.g., in the
chart ¨˚
˚˝˚
C “
¨˚
˝c11 . . . c1,n´k 1 . . . 0... . . . ... ... . . . ...
ck1 . . . ck,n´k 0 . . . 1
‹˛‚, A “
¨˚
˚˝˚ 1 a12 0 . . .a21 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
‹˛‹‹‚‹˛‹‹‚
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equations for pLS X pτk,n are A ¨ Ct “ 0, i.e., generators for the ideal of pLS X pτk,n in pLS in
these coordinates are
c11 ` a12c12 , . . . , ck1 ` a12ck2 , a21c11 , . . . , a21ck1 .
The first point follows at once.
The second point follows from the description ofX,W1,W2 preceding the statement, from
Lemma 2.10 (1), and from computations of normal bundles analogous to those performed
in the proof of Corollary 3.2. 
Remark 5.2. The scheme pLSX pτn,k may in fact be described as the zero-scheme of a section
of pS _ ‘S _q b OpHq. {
5.3. The fact that the information collected in Lemma 5.1 is not enough in itself to compute
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq is a good illustration of the subtleties involved in the notion of Segre
class; the result that follows involves substantially more technical considerations. The
classes presented in Lemma 5.1 should at least serve to make the general shape of the
formula (21) given below look plausible. For example, since both the classes for W1 and
W2 are multiples of H, one should expect the part of sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq that is not a
multiple of H to agree with spX, pLSqOp´Hq modulo H:
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq “ ckpS _q2
cpS _q2
`H
ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨
˙
.
On the other hand, since the top-dimensional components of pLS X pτn,k are W1 and W2, one
should expect the dominant terms in the Segre class to be
H ¨ pckpS
_q ` ckpS
_ b OpHqqq “ H ¨ pckpS
_q ` ckpS
_q `H ¨ ck´1pS
_q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q
“ 2ckpS
_qH ` ck´1pS
_qH2
(note that H3 “ 0 since H is the pull-back of the hyperplane in P2). These features are
indeed present in (21).
Proposition 5.3.
(21) sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq “ c2k
c2
`
ˆ
2ck
c
´
c2k
c2
˙
H `
˜
k ck ` ck´1
c
`
c2k ´
řk
i“0 i cick
c2
¸
H2
where c “ cpS _q, ci “ cipS
_q.
Proof. We may blow-up pLS along W1 YW2; this produces a variety rL with an exceptional
divisor (consisting of two components), and one may verify that the (scheme-theoretic) in-
verse image of pLS X pτn,k in rL consists of the exceptional divisor and of a residual scheme rX
that may be verified to equal the proper transform of X. Applying Fulton’s residual inter-
section formula (Proposition 9.2 in [Ful84], in the form given in [Alu94], Proposition 3) and
Lemma 2.10 (2) one obtains the stated formula. The notationally rather demanding details
are left to the reader. 
Corollary 5.4. For S as above, and k “ n´ r,
Σn,r,S “
k ck ` ck´1
c
`
c2k ´
řk
i“0 i cick
c2
where c “ cpS _q, ci “ cipS
_q.
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5.4. Theorem 2.13 now yields a computation of the degrees:
Theorem 5.5. For S “ tp1, 1q, p1, 2q, p2, 1qu, the degrees dn,r,S of the projections of the
rank loci are given by
(22)
ż
Gpk,nq
cn´2
˜
c2 ´ pkck ` ck´1qc´ pc
2
k ´
kÿ
i“0
icickq
¸
with k “ n´ r, and where c “ cpS _q, ci “ cipS
_q.
Example 5.6. For n “ 7:
d7,r,S “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
912 r “ 1
17303 r “ 2
15218 r “ 3
1001 r “ 4
6 r “ 5
0 r “ 6
0 r “ 7
(Compiling this table took 0.06 seconds on our computing equipment, vs. about 15 minutes
by ordinary degree calculations. The case n “ 8 takes 0.13 seconds applying Theorem 5.5,
giving degrees 3418, 217007, 592956, 118188, 2548, 7, 0, 0 for r “ 1, . . . , 8. This is already
beyond the reach of a straightforward implementation of a more direct method, at least on
equipment available to us.) {
Remark 5.7. It appears that dn,n´2,S “ n´1 (as can probably be readily verified using (22)),
while
dn,n´3,S “ 1, 14, 84, 330, 1001, 2548, 5712, . . . pn ě 3q
are the dimensions dimV pn´3q appearing in the case a “ 1 of Theorem 7.2 in [LM06], on
Lie algebras in the subexceptional series. These numbers also arise in enumerating paths
in the plane (cf. [Slo14]), and as Kekule´ numbers for benzenoid hydrocarbons configured as
prolate pentagons Dip3, n ´ 2q, [CG88], p. 183. {
5.5. Using Theorem 4.5, we can now compute the degrees dn,r,S for S obtained by including
blocks with the corner shape analyzed above. For example, S could consist of several such
‘corners’, provided that rows and columns of distinct configurations do not overlap.
Theorem 5.8. Suppose S “ Ygi“1tpai, biq, pai, bi`1q, pai`1, biqu, where the different groups
have no overlapping rows or columns. Then
dn,r,S “
ż
Gpk,nq
cn´2g
˜
c2 ´ pkck ` ck´1qc´ pc
2
k ´
kÿ
i“0
icickq
¸g
with k “ n´ r, and where c “ cpS _q, ci “ cipS
_q.
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 5.4. 
Example 5.9. For n “ 7, g “ 3, and after a permutation of the rows of the matrix:
d7,r,S “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
888 r “ 1
13395 r “ 2
4078 r “ 3
2 r “ 4
0 r “ 5
0 r “ 6
0 r “ 7
The r “ 2 case was mentioned in the introduction, and the r “ 4 case in Remark 2.6. {
Example 5.10. By the same token, one can include all blocks for which we have computed
Grassmann classes. For instance:
d7,r,S “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
886 r “ 1
12967 r “ 2
3102 r “ 3
0 r “ 4
0 r “ 5
0 r “ 6
0 r “ 7
The degrees are obtained by applying Theorem 4.5 together with the computation of the
relevant classes Σn,r,S in Corollary 3.3, 3.9, and 5.4. {
5.6. As a last example we consider a set S consisting of entries in a 2 ˆ 2 square: for
instance, S “ tp1, 1q, p1, 2q, p2, 1q, p2, 2qu.
The determination of pLS X pτn,k as a subscheme of pLS “ Gpk, nq ˆ P3 is very similar to
the one reviewed for the case considered in §5.2. This locus consists of two components: a
codimension 2k component dominating P3, and a codimension k`1 component dominating
the determinantal quadric Q given by a11a22´a12a21 “ 0. The Segre class may be computed
by blowing up this latter locus and using residual intersection and Lemma 2.10 (2), as in §5.2.
The computation yields the class
sppLS X pτn,k, pLSqOp´Hq “ rGpk, n ´ 2q ˆ P3s
p1`HqcpS _ b OpHqq2
`
ckpS
_ b Oph1qqrGpk, nq ˆQs
p1´Hqp1`HqcpS _ b Op´h2qq
`
´ř2
j“0
řk
i“0
`
i
j`1
˘
p1´Hqi´jck´ipS
_ b Oph1qqp2Hq
j
¯
rGpk, n ´ 2q ˆQs
p1´Hqp1 `HqcpS _ b Op´h2qqcpS _ b OpHqq2
,
where H denotes the pull-back of the hyperplane class in P3 and of its restriction to Q, and
h1, h2 are pull-backs of the classes from the two rulings on Q.
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The Grassmann class of a 2ˆ 2 square can be computed from this expression:
Σn,r,S “ ´
rÿ
i“0
rÿ
j“0
ˆ
2k ` i` j ` 3
3
˙
cipQ
_qcjpQ
_qckpS
_q2 `
rÿ
j“0
cjpQ
_q
`
2ckpS
_q
` pk ` jqck´1pS
_q
˘
`
kÿ
i“0
rÿ
u“0
rÿ
v“0
rÿ
w“0
ˆ
2
ˆ
i
3
˙
´ 2pk ´ u` v ` w ` 1q
ˆ
i
2
˙
`pk ´ u` v ` w ` 2qp2k ` v ` w ` 1q
ˆ
i
1
˙˙
cupQ
_qcvpQ
_qcwpQ
_qck´ipS
_qckpS
_q2 .
Theorem 2.13 can then be used to compute dn,r,S for sets S including blocks consisting
of 2ˆ 2 squares.
Example 5.11. For n “ 7:
d7,r,S “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
887 r “ 1
14701 r “ 2
9478 r “ 3
371 r “ 4
1 r “ 5
0 r “ 6
0 r “ 7
d7,r,S “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
861 r “ 1
10701 r “ 2
1424 r “ 3
0 r “ 4
0 r “ 5
0 r “ 6
0 r “ 7
For S consisting of a single 2ˆ 2 square, the degrees dn,n´3,S:
dn,n´3,S “ 1, 10, 46, 146, 371, 812, 1596, 2892, . . . pn ě 3q
agree with the Kekule´ numbers for benzenoid hydrocarbons in the symmetric ‘chevron’
configuration Chp3, n ´ 3q, cf. [CG88], p. 120.
n´ 3
For S consisting of three blocks of 2ˆ 2 squares, the numbers
dn,n´4,S “ 105, 336, 825, 1716, 3185, 5440, . . . pn ě 6q
agree with d2n`1,2n´2|2|3, cf. §4.6, and are in particular Kekule´ numbers for hexagonal
configurations of benzenoids. {
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